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Everywhere we go people ask us when we will be bringing “Music for the Spirit" by Calvin Standing Bear to
their area. We are now planning a tour and searching for upcoming Native American cultural events.
Would you be interested in Calvin coming to perform at your Pow Wow or during your dinner break?
Calvin's recordings and performance is referred to as sharing "Music for the Spirit" because his cultural and
spiritual messages deeply touch the heart and soul of his audience. Youth, parents and educators describe his
work as awesome, beautiful, inspiring, impressive, amazing, moving and spine-tingling.
Calvin is a full Oglala/Sicangu Lakota born on the Rosebud Sioux Reservation located in South Dakota. He is a
Canyon Records Recording Artist, Accomplished Composer, Flutist, Guitarist, Drummer and Singer of
contemporary music and Traditional songs.
Calvin can really help make your event memorable. You will find him socializing with the spectators, joining
the drum group, storytelling or helping if needed. He can participate as a Lakota Veteran in the Grand Entries
and his Ground Blessings have opened many events.
We strive to work with any budget because we feel this music needs to be shared with all. For Native events he
will perform in exchange for a vendor booth and performance. Committees usually offer him compensation,
travel and lodging expense. This is a good opportunity for a unique learning experience of music, culture and
tradition.
In an effort to help you make a decision regarding him performing at your future events, please visit
www.calvinstandingbear.org Open his web site and you will hear a small sample of his music. Then read about
his career, heritage and music. Actually see pictures and read the testimonials describing the experience of his
audience as mentioned above. And Calvin’s portfolio can be viewed or printed directly from his web site.
After you review and listen to the recordings, I'm sure you will see the urgent need to help us share Calvin’s
music and Lakota culture with the world. If you would like to share your thoughts and feelings with us we
would love to hear from you. Please contact us as soon as possible as we are starting a marketing campaign
now and we are offering reasonable pricing at this time. Thanks so much for your time and consideration.
Pilamaya! Thank you!
Respectfully,
Sandra Walking Eagle
Standing Bear Productions, LLC - Administration & Marketing
P.S. Would you help us out by distributing to people who might be interested in future
performances or purchasing CD's?
8 Whirlwind Marketing, LLC.

